AnomalousMedical.com
The Anomalous Medical Product and Education Development (AMPED) Program is a partnership
opportunity for students, teachers, healthcare professionals and organizations to create and distribute
their educational Smart Lectures through a personalized Anomalous Medical store.

What is a Smart Lecture?
A Smart Lecture is an educational and instructional slideshow format in Anomalous Medical similar to
Power Point or Keynote. The Smart Lecture tools can be used to combine your knowledge and medical
expertise with our 3D anatomy models to make presentations you can share or sell.

Getting Started
If you want to start making your own Smart Lectures, you will need to purchase one of our authoring
bundles. We currently offer two bundles:
● Premium Smart Lecture Bundle - $150
● Premium Dental Smart Lecture Bundle - $500
The Premium Smart Lecture Bundle comes with the Smart Lecture Tools and the Premium Features. The
Premium Dental Smart Lecture Bundle comes with the Smart Lecture Tools, the Premium Features and
the Dental Simulations.

Developer Success
We recognized that your success is our success. That’s why we provide free training materials, seminars
and one-on-one training to help our developers make their first Smart Lecture.

Distribution Fee
We charge a flat $20 fee to distribute each Smart Lecture. This fee covers payment processing, hosting
and software development.

Paid Distribution
You set the markup fee to the price at which you wish to sell your Smart Lecture and then we add the
$20 distribution fee. The buyer pays the markup plus the $20 fee. We do specify a markup range
between $1 to $50, resulting in a retail price range between $21 and $70 for the Smart Lecture. We
recommend the retail price of a Smart Lecture to range between $35 and $40.
Markup + Distribution Fee = Retail Price

Our Promise
You will always receive the markup amount you set on the sale of a Smart Lecture. All payment
processing fees and operating costs will come out of the $20 distribution fee.
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Developer Store
When your first Smart Lecture is completed and you’ve chosen your distribution method. We will set
you up with a personalized Anomalous Medical store. There are no set up fees or subscriptions. Your
store is free.

Embedding Your Store
You can embed your Anomalous Medical store into your website. We give you a small piece of code, you
can paste it into your website’s source code so anyone visiting your site can see what Anomalous
Medical products you sell. As you add products or change prices, the embedded store will automatically
reflect these changes with no additional work on your part.

Exclusive Distribution
Share your Smart Lecture. You don’t have to sell your Smart Lectures. You can give it away to one or
more people for free. If the Smart Lecture is part of your course materials, you can include it in the price
of tuition. Your customers will receive an invitation code that they can use to download your Smart
Lecture. You can purchase the exclusive distributions for a given number of users by paying our $20
distribution fee for each seat you wish to give out.

Getting paid
We use the third-party payment processing company Stripe. You will have to sign up for a free Stripe
account and link it to your bank account to receive funds from your sales. You will receive your portion
of the paid Smart Lecture sale within 2 business days.

Collecting Sales Tax
Developers are responsible for reporting state and local sales tax. We will provide the necessary reports
for developers to provide to their tax professional.
Contact Us to Get Started
If you have any questions about The Anomalous Medical Product and Education Development (AMPED) Program,
please contact David Donald, sales and marketing director, at 727-614-0122 or fill out the contact us form.
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